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About This Content

Network SouthEast (NSE) was one of three passenger sectors Created by British Rail in 1982. NSE principally operated
commuter trains in the London area and inter-urban services in densely populated South East England, although the network

reached as far west as Exeter. Before 1986, the sector was known as London & South Eastern.

Network Southeast was finally dissolved with the privatisation of the network in 1994. The last passenger train still in NSE
livery was lost on 15 September 2007, when a Class 465, 465193, the last still in NSE colours, was sent off to receive its new

Southeastern livery.

The BR Class 47 diesel locomotive, originally known as the Brush Type 4, was built between 1962 and 1968, making the type
around 20 years old when Network Southeast was created. Still, these 2,500bhp+ locomotives formed a major part of passenger

and freight services at the time and continued to do so even after the eventual demise of Network Southeast in 1994.

Scenarios

4 Scenarios

Free Roam: Old Oak Common

Heading Southeast – Career System Scenario
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Slow from Slough – Career System Scenario

Twisted Rush Hour – Career System Scenario

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

 Key Features:

The Network Southeast Class 47 Add-On includes:

Class 47 locomotive in original Network Southeast livery

Class 47 locomotive in revised Network Southeast livery
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A great little addition for the Paddington - Oxford route. The 47 in this seems to have slightly different physics along with the
horn sound compared to the standard Class 47. I sometimes used to see the NSE class 47 at my local station when i were a lad
and this all looks to be done very well.. For what it costs to but this add on, it's just not worth, not adding it to your collection. If
you've not bought any DLC, for this game, I would advise this as a taster, as it will not cost you a lot. Still use this Class47 and
rolling stock, regular on Paddington Route, and south East.

It's worth the purchase just to try, and see if you want extra DLC.... This is a great locomotive and extremely cheap on sale,
although note that these scenarios are for Great Western Main Line (At least as of when I am writing this it does not say that in
the description).. This is my first review of a Steam Product, so bear with me.

The Network Southeast Class 47 is one of my favourite add-on's for Train Simulator. The horn & engine sounds are fantastic,
the paintwork is wonderful (as it was on real engines and rolling-stock formally owned by Network Southeast) & the scenarios
are challenging (all 'Career' Mode though - I would've liked some 'Standard' Scenarios too). But the price is the reason I suggest
you go for this - \u00a32.99 for 3 scenarios, the loco in two variants of liveries and MK2 NSE Coaches. I highly recommend
this, especially for those who are just stepping into purchasing DLC for Train Simulator.. 2 train-skins, limited scenarios. Not
the best.. not bad really - deffo value for money though.. Certainly a good add-on despite it's age and who could say no to
another Class 47. As the name says Network Southeast that's what you get. You get two versions of the scheme, original and
revised. This applies to the 47 and the Mk2 coaching stock. Several free roams and scenarios for the Great Western Mainline.
Only negative is that the timetables leave little room for error and would simply get a real driver fired.

Good news is if you're a serious simmer and enjoy this pack and want more out of it you can. Armstrong Powerhouse has a
sound pack for the Class 47 and one for the Mk1\/2 coaches. Also if you like to scenario build Armstrong also has a Mk1 coach
pack that also contains NSE stock and can be used in the worksop.

The add-on is usually $4.99 which is nice but some sales can bring it down to $1.50. It was 74p and I had money left over. Get it
on sale, and it's nothing.. The 1st DLC I ever bought for TS. It still hold up as oen of my favs. I give it a 7\/10.
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